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Abstract
This paper introduces Data Mining to its audience by explaining Data Mining in the context of Corporate and
Business Intelligence Reporting. To familiarise the audience with Data Mining methodology and concepts, the
paper presents a walking-through of a Data Mining session with Oracle Data Miner, explaining and elaborating
on a number of Data Mining concepts along the way.
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Introduction
A number of years ago, after perfecting OLTP Reporting, the IT industry progressed to OLAP Reporting. Then,
as OLAP Reporting came of age, there was wide adoption among vendors and developers alike. OLAP
concepts were better understood; and tools became more powerful and more affordable. The IT industry is now
standing on the verge of another similar natural progression - from OLAP reporting to Data Mining. Just like
OLAP Reporting before it, Data Mining is finding its way from academic institutions to the real world; as
developers become more aware of the concept and tools become more powerful and more affordable.
So, what is Data Mining? According the Gartner Group, “Data mining is the process of discovering meaningful
new correlations, patterns and trends by sifting through large amounts of data stored in repositories, using
pattern recognition technologies as well as statistical and mathematical techniques.”

Data Mining In Perspective
Just like OLAP Reporting was the natural progression from OLTP Reporting, Data Mining is the natural
progression from OLAP Reporting. The table below summarises the differences among OLTP Reporting,
OLAP and Data Mining.
BI Technology

Questions Answered

Tools

OLTP Reporting

Who applied for an Affinity Card in
the last year?

Oracle Reports, Oracle Discoverer, SQLServer
Reporting Services, Cognos Report Studio,
Cognos Query Studio.

OLAP Reporting

What is the spending pattern of the
Affinity Card holders in the last year?

Oracle Business Intelligence, Oracle Discoverer,
SQLServer Analysis Services, Cognos
Powerplay, Cognos Analysis Studio.

Data Mining

Who will apply for an Affinity Card
in the next year?

Oracle Data Mining, SQLServer Data Mining.

Data Mining is applicable in a variety of business scenarios, for example:
1.

In Sales, it can be used to predict the buying habits of customers.

2.

In Education, it can used to determine students that are most vulnerable to drop-out.

3.

In Health, it can be used to detrermine the likelihood of patients contracting lung cancer.

4.

In Law & Order, it can be used to determine the likelihood of a released prisoner reoffending.

5.

On an Internet Search Engine, it can be used to rank and determine whether a web page is returned as a
search result.

Data Mining software performs its prediction by examine large amount of history data, deriving a mathematical
formula that associate the target behaviour with other characteristics. For example, it might determine that
students of a certain socio-economic background are 50% more likely to drop-out before reaching year 12. This
process of deriving a predictive formula is called “learning”. There are 2 types of learning:
1.

In Supervised Learning, the goal is to determine the likelihood of a specific behaviour, e.g. will a
released prisoner reoffend within the next 2 years.

2.

In Unsupervised Learning, the model sifts through the data to associate characteristics with no specific
behaviour to predict, e.g. what are the predicted top 3 occupations for patients contracting lung cancer?
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Data Mining Walk Through
A simple Data Mining Methodology consists of the following steps:
1.

Define problem
What do we want to predict?

2.

Acquire data
Preferably this data is readily available in a Data Warehouse. Otherwise, data would have to be
collected from (usually) multiple sources.

3.

Model the behaviour
Use a tool such as Oracle Data Miner to derive a predictive formula, by the process of induction.

4.

Implement solution
Predict behaviour by the process of deduction.

Lets walk through these steps in a mock-up Data Mining Exercise.
[The following example uses the demo SH (Sales History) schema shipped with the Oracle database. The data
mining steps are adapted from Oracle Data Mining Tutorial for ODM 10g Rel 2 and 11g Rel 1, available from
the Oracle Technology Network http://otn.oracle.com.]

Step 1: Define Problem
A departmental store has just launched a new drive for its loyalty programme, whereby shoppers are asked to
apply for an Affinity Card in exchange for discounts and other benefits. As part of this new drive, the
department store wishes to mail out Affinity Card application forms to a target group of potential participants.
The department store approaches you, the Data Mining guru, to help solve the problem:
“How best to select this target group of participants, with the aim of achieving a high response rate?”

Step 2: Acquire Data
To undertake this Data Mining exercise, you need to first acquire a customer list, complete with attributes such
as demographic characteristics, past buying pattern, etc. Possible source of such information are:
•

Corporate CRM / Corporate Data Warehouse

•

Commercial Data Agencies

•

That lady in the shopping mall offering you a free chance to win a laptop, in exchange for your
personal information on a form!

Through these and other unnamed sources, you managed to acquire a list of 55,500 customers. To make this
data useful for your modelling exercise, you convinced the departmental store to embark upon a test campaign.
In the test campaign, 3000 randomly selected customers are invited to apply for an Affinity Card. For each
customer that responded by applying for the card, an AFFINITY_CARD flag is set to 1 against the customer’s
record. The flag, together with the customers’ other attributes information, are stored in 2 database tables of
1500 records each:
•

Training Data Set

•

Test Data Set
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Using these data sets, you can now build a Data Mining Model to determine, of the remaining customers who
should be sent the Affinity Card application form.

Oracle Data Mining Solution
Before proceeding to modelling the solution, lets examines the suite of Oracle software tools to be used:
•

Oracle Server Enterprise Edition 9.2.0.4, with Data Mining Option (not Data Mining Scoring Engine).

•

Oracle Data Miner 10.2.0.4 (Build 516)

Oracle Data Mining supports 3 interfaces:
1.

GUI interface is for use by analysts and developments, providing a comprehensive set of
functionalities.

2.

PLSQL and Java APIs allow a developer to embed data mining functionality into an application.

3.

Predictive Analytics (PA) is aimed at non-technical users, providing predictions functionality without
needing the user to set an algorithm and parameters.

Step 3: Model Behaviour
This step involves 3 mining activities using 3 separate data sources:
•

Creating and training a model, creating a Build Activity. This step uses the
MINING_DATA_BUILD_V view as the Training Data Set.

•

Testing and refining the model, creating a Test Activity. This step uses the MINING_DATA_TEST_V
view as the Test Data Set.

•

Implementing the model, creating an Apply Activity. This step uses the MINING_DATA_ALL_V view
as the Implmentation Data Set.
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Defining and making a connection.
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Using the Navigator to view Mining and Data objects.

Creating & Training A Build Activity
First you select the type of mining activity you wish to perform. To create a Build Activity, select ActivityBuild from the menu.
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Select Naive Bayes as the algorithm. (The Naive Bayes algorithm has the advantages of being quick to run.)

Then, you select the MINING_DATA_BUILD_V view as the Training Data Set.
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Sometimes, you may have additional attributes from other tables that you wish the model to consider. In this
example, you wish to include the customer’s city.
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Review data usage.

You may need to overwrite the default Mining Type:
•

A “numerical” Mining Type is used for numerical value such as age.

•

A “category” Mining Type is used for category values, whether numeric (e.g. 1, 2, 3) or character (e.g.
‘WA’, ‘NSW’, ‘VIC’).

•

A “text” Mining Type is used for text blocks such as comment fields.

Most times, Oracle Data Miner will determine the correct default Mining Type value.
Set target value to 1, i.e. you would like the model to predict which customers’ AFFINITY_CARD flag would
be set to 1.
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Name the Build Activity and run it.

The Activity is built in a number of steps. To see the intermediate data used or produced by each step, click on
the left most icon of the step, e.g. Build Data on the Build step.
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Testing With A Test Activity
The Build Activity can now be tested. To create a Test Activity, select Activity-Test from the menu. The Split
step of the Build Activity would have already created 2 working tables, one containing data used to build the
model; the other containing data required for testing the model.

Select a Build Activity upon which the Test Activity is based. All meta data from the Build Activity (e.g. how
each data fields is used; how the data is prepared) are passed on to the Test Activity.
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Select the Test Data Set. You would normally select a similarly formatted data set for the Test Activity. Note
that if there are missing columns in the Test Data Set, Oracle Data Miner will alter the table by creating the
missing columns and populating these with null values.
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As in the Build Activity, you then set target value for the AFFINITY_CARD flag to 1.

Name the Test Activity and run it.
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Analysis Of The Model
Oracle Data Miner provides 2 main tools for analysing the effectiveness of the data mining model: the Lift
Curve and the ROC curve.

The Cumulative Positive Cases Lift Chart divides the customer population into 10 quantiles; and charts the
proportion of Affinity Card applicants against each quantile. This allows us to effectively “skim the cream”
from our customer population. From the chart above, we can tell that by targeting the top 20% of the customer
population, we will get to more than 50% of our positive respondents. If we increase our target to the top 40%,
we will get to about 85% of our positive respondents.
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Before exploring the ROC curve, we need an understanding of a related concept, the Confusion Matrix. The
Confusion Matrix maps predictions against actual occurrence of an outcome:
Predicted Negatives

Predicted Positives

Total

Positives Rates

Actual Negatives

True Negatives (TN)

False Positives (FP)

Total Actual
Negatives (TAN)

False Positive
Rates (FPR)

Actual Positives

False Negatives (FN)

True Positives (TP)

Total Actual
Positives (TAP)

True Positive
Rates (TPR)

where
•

Total Actual Positives = False Negatives + True Positives

•

Total Actual Negatives = True Negatives + False Positives

•

True Positive Rates = True Positives / Total Actual Positives

•

False Positive Rate = False Positives / Total Actual Negatives

We are usually more interested in True Positives than True Negatives. For example, in this Test Marketing
Campaign, we are interested in identifying the customers who if invited, will apply for an Affinity Card (True
Positive). On the other hand, we not too concerned how many customers we correctly determine not to issue an
invitation to apply for the Affinity Card (True Negative). In another scenario, in determining whether an item
should be returned by a search engine, we are interested the items the search engine correctly returns (True
Positive); and not interested in how many items which are not returned and genuinely does not have what the
user is looking for (True Negative).
The Confusion Matrix in our example looks as follows:
Probability Threshold: 0.956290
Predicted Negatives

Predicted Positives

Total

Positives Rates

Actual Negatives

1101

53

1154

4.59%

Actual Positives

218

128

346

36.99%

We can change the above numbers by changing the Probability Threshold of the algorithm. In other words,
what are we prepared to accept as the minimum probability level of a customer having a positive response,
before we are prepared to predict a positive response for this customer? Naturally, as we drop the Probability
Threshold, the number of positive predictions increases, and correspondingly both the True and False Positive
Rates increase. As illustration, consider the following 2 tables, the results of gradually increasing the Probability
Threshold:
Probability Threshold: 0.935198
Predicted Negatives

Predicted Positives

Total

Positives Rates

Actual Negatives

1164

90

1154

7.80%

Actual Positives

186

160

346

46.24%

Probability Threshold: 0.912099
Predicted Negatives

Predicted Positives

Total

Positives Rates

Actual Negatives

1144

110

1154

9.53%

Actual Positives

167

179

346

51.73%
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By varying the Probability Threshold and plotting the resulting True and False Positive Rates on a chart, we get
the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) chart.
Illustrated below is a blank ROC chart and its key features:

Below is the ROC chart from the example:

Choice Of Algorithm
The choice of the appropriate algorithm depends on the problem at hand. In the above example, the
Classification algorithm is chosen because it suits the type of problem. Furthermore, the Naive Bayes
Classification algorithm is chosen because it was quick to run and is hence well-suited for a live demonstration.
While a full discussion of this is beyond the scope of this paper, the table below summarises the key
characteristics of some algorithms provided by Oracle Data Mining.
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Algorithms

Characteristics

Anomaly Detection
(One-Class Support
Vector Machine)

The model trains on data that is homogeneous, that is all cases are in one class, then
determines if a new case is similar to the cases observed. E.g. determining if a new
case differs from known cases (Yes or No).

Association Rule
(Apriori)

The model determines which cases are likely to be found together. E.g. determining
5 items most likely to be purchased at the same time as item X (Market Basket
Analysis).

Attribute Importance
(Minimum Description
Length)

The model determines the importance of each attribute in predicting the target
value. This is useful as a supplement to the main predicting model.

Classification
(Naive Bayes)

The model predicts two (Binary Classification) or more (Multiclass Classification)
target values for each case. Eg determining whether a customer will purchase a
product X; or whether a bank customer will default on a loan.
Naïve Bayes uses the Bayes Theorem and is very quick to run.

Classification
(Support Vector
Machine)

Support Vector Machine (SVM) produces high-quality result but is more
complicated to use and takes longer to run.

Clustering
(K-Means / O-Cluster)

The model defines segments or clusters of a population, and then decides the likely
cluster membership of each new case. E.g. dividing Year 12 exam results into bands
and determining the attribute values indicating a student’s falling into a particular
band.

Regression
(Support Vector
Machine)

The model predicts a specific target value for each case from among (possibly)
infinitely many values. E.g. Determining that a product will be sold at a particular
price.

Step 4: Implement Solution
Once you are satisfy with the model you built, you may apply it on actual data.

Implementing Solution Using An Apply Activity
To create an Apply Activity, select Activity-Apply from the menu.
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Select a Build Activity upon which the Apply Activity is based. As in the case of the Test Activity, all meta data
from the Build Activity (e.g. how each data fields is used; how the data is prepared) are passed on to the Apply
Activity.

Select the Actual Data Set. As in the case of the Test Activity, you would normally select a similarly formatted
data set for the Apply Activity. Note that if there are missing columns in the Validation Data Set, Oracle Data
Miner will alter the table by creating the missing columns and populating these with null values.
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The Apply Activity creates an output table consisting of the prediction column AFFINITY_CARD. If you wish,
you may also include other columns in the output table.
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You then need to specify a Build or Test Activity whose settings the new Apply Activities will use.

Specify the output option. The default “Most Probable Target Value or Lowest Cost” option asks the model to
predict the most likely target value for each record. On the other hand, if you want to know the probability of a
each record assuming each of the possible target values, then select the “Specific Target Values” option.
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Name the Apply Activity and run it.
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The result set is the final output from which you would be able to select your target group of participant, by
selecting records of a particular probability threshold:

SQL>
2
3
4

select count(*) from MINING_DATA_ALL_534902244_A
where Prediction='1'
and Probability>0.912099
/

COUNT(*)
---------11242

PLSQL API
To incorporate the solution into an application, Oracle Data Mining supports the generation of the Data Mining
solution into a PLSQL package. Some key features of this functionally are:
•

Available from Oracle Data Miner, SQLDeveloper and JDeveloper.

•

Parameterised procedure calls allow the process to be adapted for other implementation data sets.

•

Package generated in database and source code file.
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The screen shots below illustrate the generation of a PLSQL package:
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Predictive Analytics (PA)
Oracle Predictive analytics is composed of the PREDICT and EXPLAIN wizards, and is based on Oracle 10G
Release 2’s PL/SQL package DBMS_PREDICTIVE_ANALYTICS and DBMS_ODM. These wizards allow
the user to perform a Data Mining activity with minimal user intervention. This is achieved by the wizards
automatically assuming the default or optimised value for each of the parameters.
The PREDICT wizard uses either a Classification or Regression algorithm to predict the target value. The result
set is stored in a database table the user specifies. The screen shots below illustrate a PREDICT wizard session:
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The EXPLAIN wizard uses the Attribute Importance algorithm to analysis the importance of each attribute in
the prediction of the target value. The analysis result is stored in a database table the user specifies. The screen
shots below illustrate an EXPLAIN wizard session:
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Conclusion
If the emergence of OLAP Reporting is any guide, we can expect that as more IT professionals gain awareness
of the concept of Data Mining, tools will become more powerful, more intuitive and more affordable. So while
the mineral mining boom is slowing down; the data mining boom may just be getting started!
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